• This slide should be on screen as participants enter the room.
• Start workshop on time—do not wait for “stragglers”
• Welcome participants as they enter room
• Do NOT do participant introductions unless the workshop group is a very small one (less
than 10 people). Introduce self and briefly explain teaching experience and current
position.
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• Because this workshop is supported through grant from the National Institutes of
Health, it is important that we collect data from workshop participants.
• Please fill in the participant card during the workshop
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• In this workshop, you will be working in pairs to experience one Science Take‐Out Kit—
Testing for Genetic Disorders that Cause Brain Damage.
• We would like you to work as students to experience the kit.
• BUT we would also like you to think about how this kit fits with your curriculum and
have conversations about the kinds of support you would provide as you used the kit.
• Before we get started, I’d like to explain when I use this activity. Many teachers like to
talk about diabetes and then do this lab. I experimented one year with doing labs
before or after we talked about a topic. What I found was that kids’ understanding is
better if we do a hands‐on activity then talk about it. So I used this activity to
INTRODUCE the topic of genetic testing. Yes, the kids will have questions—but when
they do, they will care about listening to the answers.
• If you have questions, please call me over while you are working on the activity.
• Also, you may find me interrupting to provide further explanation as you work.
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• DISTRIBUTE 1 KIT and 1 STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS to EACH PER PAIR OF TEACHERS
• Every kit comes with a sheet with a colored quick guide and safety instructions.
Teachers should keep this colored sheet in the kit bag if they plan to refill the kit.
• Each kit comes with ONE student instruction handout. Teachers may make additional
copies if their students are working in teams.
• For today, you will be working in teams of 2.
• One of you should use the student instructions in the bag. The other person should use
the additional handout that we have provided.
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• Part 1: Newborn Screening Tests introduces students a father, mother, and newborn
twins Anna and Cody.
• I would suggest reading this aloud to the class. OR consider “embellishing” the case.
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• Students conduct simulated newborn screening and learn more about newborn
screening.
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• Part 2: Follow‐up Test to Confirm the Diagnosis
• Please take 5 minutes to work with your partner to complete Part 2.
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Part 3: What is PKU? Students learn more about PKU. An emphasis is placed on the fact
that defective genes lead to lack of an enzyme essential for normal metabolism.
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• Part 4: Inheritance and PKU Our focus group teachers thought the use of stickers was
???. But pilot teachers indicated that it really increased students motivation and
understanding.
• Use 5 minutes to work on part 2.
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• Part 5: Genetic Testing for the Gene that Causes PKU Ties classical genetics to
molecular genetics. Students can see the connection between genotypes and the
banding pattern.
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• One copy of the Teacher Information is provided with each order.
• The teacher information includes: Summary, Core Concepts, Kit Contains, Teacher
Provides, Time Required, Reusing, and information of refill kit contents.
• Additional materials needed for this lab are safety goggles, scissors, tape or glue, and
paper towel (for clean up).
• Refills are available for the kits so that basic kit contents can be reused.
• The teacher information includes hints for reusing kits and information on what is
included in a refill kit.
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• The kit you used today is available from Science Take‐Out as a completely assembled
student kit.
• Please explore the website to learn about other STO kits.
• You can download the complete teacher instructions so that you can see what you are
buying.
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You have a brochure that includes information on other Science Take‐Out kits and a price
list. Visit the Science Take‐Out website to get further information for each kit.
At the website, you can download the teacher information for each kit to help you decide
which kits you would like to purchase.
Science Take‐Out kits are available as:
Individual Assembled Kits like the kits you used in this workshop
Unassembled Packs that contain all supplies needed to make 10 kits
Refill Packs that contain supplies needed to refill the consumables for 10 kits
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• Science Take‐Out has received an NIH Small Business grant. Support from this grant will
allow us to field test Science Take‐Out kits
• If you would like to be a field test teacher, indicate this by circling yes on your participant
card. We will add you to our email list for field test teacher recruitment.
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• Receive free kits for presenting Science Take‐Out workshops
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• Encourage teachers to write comments on the back of the participant survey card.
• Please remember to collect participant feedback cards!!
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